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 A Sermon by Robert W. Prim 
 15th Sunday after Pentecost; September 1, 2013 
 Luke 14:1,7-14 
 “Knowing Our Place” 
 ~~~~~~~~ 
Jesus knew his Scripture.  In the reading from the Gospel of 
Luke for this morning Jesus builds on two verses from the 
ancient wisdom of the Jewish people found in the book of 
Proverbs.  In Proverbs 25:6-7 there is this sage advice: Do not 

put yourself forward in the king’s presence or stand in the place 

of the great; for it is better to be told, “Come up here,” than to 

be put lower in the presence of a noble.  This is fine advice for 
all of us.  Do not grab the best seat in the house when it is not 
ours to have.  Do not put ourselves in a situation where our 
grasping after prestige and place can be easily brought out in the 
open and our true standing in the pecking order of the world is 
paraded before others.   
 
It is good advice ... good, practical advice ... on avoiding 
humiliation.  But Jesus takes this proverbial wisdom to another 
level.  In Jesus’ telling of the parable we are about to hear, he 
takes his story all the way to the Ultimate Host, God our 
Creator.  God is the One who invites us to the banquet.  It is 
God’s approval that is the real gift.  What matters most is not 
that we throw parties with a glittering guest list and that we be 
invited by those same glittery guests to other parties with glittery 
guests.   What really matters is that we open the feast up to the 
least of God’s people so that our reward is in being aligned with 
God’s purposes on earth and in heaven. God, then, will be the 
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Host who exalts us. God will put us in our proper place. 
 ~~~~~~~~ 

A reading from Luke 14:1,7-14... 

On one occasion when Jesus was going to the house of a leader 

of the Pharisees to eat a meal on the Sabbath, they were 

watching him closely. ...When he noticed how the guests chose 

the places of honor, he told them a parable.  “When you are 

invited by someone to a wedding banquet, do not sit down at the 

place of honor, in case someone more distinguished than you 

has been invited by your host; and the host who invited both of 

you may come and say to you, ‘Give this person your place,’ and 

then in disgrace you would start to take the lowest place.  But 

when your are invited, go and sit down at the lowest place, so 

that when your host comes, he may say to you, ‘Friend, move up 

higher’; then you will be honored in the presence of all who sit 

at the table with you.  For all who exalt themselves will be 

humbled, and those who humble themselves will be exalted.”  

 He said to the one who had invited him, “When you give a 

luncheon or a dinner, do not invite your friends or your brothers 

or your relatives or rich neighbors, in case they may invite you 

in return, and you would be repaid.  But when you give a 

banquet, invite the poor, the crippled, the lame, and the blind.  

And you will be blessed, because they cannot repay you, for you 

will be repaid at the resurrection of the righteous.   

 The Gospel of the Lord. 

 Praise to you, O Christ. 

 ~~~~~~~~ 
Some truths are hard to approach straight on.  Some important 
attributes of a holy life are by-products of other convictions.  
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Some things are found by backing into them rather than by 
barging ahead.  Emily Dickinson once said – Tell me the truth 

but tell it to me slant. Many truths must come to us in a slant, 
and the message from Jesus this morning is one of those.  Jesus 
is teaching us about humility.   
 
Humility is a difficult topic on which to preach.  Humility, like 
romantic love, happiness, friendships, is not something that is 
easily pursued directly.  Humility, real and good humility – I’ll 
get to that in a moment – is a by-product of a certain way of 
being in the world, a certain orientation.  We cannot say – “I’m 
going to be the most humble person I know,” and then off we 
go.  I guess we could say it, but how far will we get.  If we come 
to a place on our quest where we thing we can say with 
confidence “I am the most humble person I know,” – well, how 
humble can we be?  Being humble is not an accomplishment; 
being humble is something that happens in a person’s spirit, in a 
person’s heart.  
 
Humility is a difficult topic on which to preach because we think 
of it as a negative.  We are made humble when someone or 
something puts us in our place – a place that is significantly 
lower than the place where we thought we belonged.  Humility, 
in other words, is thought of as humiliation, and , therefore, is 
something to be avoided at all cost.  
 ~~~~~~~~ 
A pastor was speaking at a charitable organization’s annual 

banquet and at the end of the program he was offered a check.  

“Oh, no” he said, “I could not accept that money.  Put it toward 
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a worthy project.”  The program chairman said, “Fine, I’ll put 

it toward getting a better speaker for next year.”   
We think that humility is humiliation and we would really rather 
not, thank you.   
 ~~~~~~~~ 
Humility is a difficult topic upon which to preach because we 
thing that to be humble means that we cannot have self-respect.  
Humility, especially humility in Christ, is not a lack of self-
respect.  A large part of what the Christian faith teaches us is 
that we, each one of us, have absolute value in the eyes of God.  
We are accepted by God.  We are beloved of God.  So, to be a 
person who follows Jesus is to be a person who knows that his 
or her life is valuable to God.  Christian humility does not 
override or diminish our sense of belonging to God.   
 ~~~~~~~~ 
Pope Francis continues to do “firsts” for the leader of the Roman 
Catholic Church.  This past Thursday there was a photograph of 
the Pope standing with a group of young people and they were 
taking a “selfie” inside St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome.  I think it 
was the Pope’s phone they were using.  Have you heard that 
term?  It has been added to Oxford Dictionary – a “selfie” is 
defined as “pouty self-portrait typically taken with a smart 
phone.”  Well, the Pope did not look pouty to me; rather, he 
looked at ease in his exalted position as Pope and equally at ease 
with the tourists he mingled among at St. Peter’s Basilica.   
 
Pope Francis also said this recently, and I find the comment 
refreshingly humble – he said in a written statement to Muslims 
at the close of Ramadan: We have to bring up our young people 
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to think and speak respectfully of other religions and their 

followers, and to avoid ridiculing or denigrating their 

convictions and practices (Christian Century, September 4, 

2013, p. 9).  
 ~~~~~~~~ 
Which leads me to the point that healthy humility is the 
byproduct of an awareness that “everyone is important.”  If in 
our hearts we realize this simple truth, we are less likely to 
denigrate or ridicule or climb over people trying to get the best 
places at the table or to prove that we are number one or to 
convince ourselves that our religion is the only religion...  To 
know in our hearts that “everyone is important” will lead us to 
give without expecting anything in return.  To know in our heart 
that everyone is important will help us see as God sees – that is, 
to see everyone as a part of God’s creation, each with special 
potential, each with a place, and no one as insignificant.  To 
know in our hearts that “everyone is important” is to know that 
we should not consider ourselves better or more deserving than 
others; rather, we should see ourselves as connected in important 
ways to others.   
 ~~~~~~~~ 
Michael Lewis is the author of two best-selling books – 
Moneyball and before that book he wrote Liar’s Poker, a book 
about his work managing “derivatives” at Salomon Brothers on 
Wall Street.  Michael Lewis is a graduate of Princeton 
University; he major in Art History.  In 2012 he gave the speech 
to the graduating class at Princeton.  During this speech he 
spoke about the fact that “Wall Street became so unhinged that it 
was paying recent Princeton graduates who knew nothing about 
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money small fortunes to pretend to be experts about money.”  
Michael Lewis quit his job with Solomon Brothers – a job that 
paid him very well – to take a $40,000 advance to write a book 
about Wall Street.  He did and Liar’s Poker sold over a million 
copies.   
 
In his speech to the 2012 class at Princeton Lewis decided to tell 
the class that luck had a big part in his success.  He talked about 
how he was invited to a dinner party where he was seated next 
to the wife of a big shot at Solomon Brothers.  She liked him so 
much that she forced her husband to give him a job.  Michael 
Lewis said “What are the odds of being seated at that dinner 
next to that Solomon Brothers lady?  Of landing inside the best 
Wall street firm from which to write the story of an age? 
...People really don’t like to hear success explained away as luck 
– especially successful people.  As they age and succeed, people 
feel their success was somehow inevitable.  They don’t want to 
acknowledge the role played by accident in their lives.”   
 
Michael Lewis concludes his remarks with this... 
Life's outcomes, while not entirely random, have a huge amount 

of luck baked into them. Above all, recognize that if you have 

had success, you have also had luck — and with luck comes 

obligation. You owe a debt, and not just to your Gods. You owe 

a debt to the unlucky. 

 

I make this point because — along with this speech — it is 

something that will be easy for you to forget. 
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I now live in Berkeley, California. A few years ago, just a few 

blocks from my home, a pair of researchers in the Cal 

psychology department staged an experiment. They began by 

grabbing students, as lab rats. Then they broke the students into 

teams, segregated by sex. Three men, or three women, per team. 

Then they put these teams of three into a room, and arbitrarily 

assigned one of the three to act as leader. Then they gave them 

some complicated moral problem to solve: say what should be 

done about academic cheating, or how to regulate drinking on 

campus. 

 

Exactly 30 minutes into the problem-solving the researchers 

interrupted each group. They entered the room bearing a plate 

of cookies. Four cookies. The team consisted of three people, but 

there were these four cookies. Every team member obviously got 

one cookie, but that left a fourth cookie, just sitting there. It 

should have been awkward. But it wasn't. With incredible 

consistency the person arbitrarily appointed leader of the group 

grabbed the fourth cookie, and ate it. Not only ate it, but ate it 

with gusto: lips smacking, mouth open, drool at the corners of 

their mouths. In the end all that was left of the extra cookie were 

crumbs on the leader's shirt. 

 

This leader had performed no special task. He had no special 

virtue. He'd been chosen at random, 30 minutes earlier. His 

status was nothing but luck. But it still left him with the sense 

that the cookie should be his.   

 

This experiment helps to explain Wall Street bonuses and CEO 
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pay, and I'm sure lots of other human behavior. But it also is 

relevant to new graduates of Princeton University. In a general 

sort of way you have been appointed the leader of the group. 

Your appointment may not be entirely arbitrary. But you must 

sense its arbitrary aspect: you are the lucky few. Lucky in your 

parents, lucky in your country, lucky that a place like Princeton 

exists that can take in lucky people, introduce them to other 

lucky people, and increase their chances of becoming even 

luckier. Lucky that you live in the richest society the world has 

ever seen, in a time when no one actually expects you to 

sacrifice your interests to anything.  

 

All of you have been faced with the extra cookie. All of you will 

be faced with many more of them. In time you will find it easy to 

assume that you deserve the extra cookie. For all I know, you 

may. But you'll be happier, and the world will be better off, if 

you at least pretend that you don't.  

 ~~~~~~~~ 

Humility is a heart that knows the cookie belongs to us all.  
Humility is a heart that acknowledges the blessings  

that have led to success, whatever that is for each one of us. 
Humility is a heart that knows there is  

a hallowed place for everyone around the table.   
Come to the feast that has been prepared for us all! 
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